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Performance Notes. 
GENERAL 
• This composition is formatted in two distinct styles, those being of a structured cell-based notation style and a more conventional notation style. 
• The cell-based sections are formatted in such a way that instructs individuals to perform and repeat cells over a timed duration. Sometimes individual instruments are to perform a line of material whilst 

other instruments are repeating cells. These lines are to be performed as a quasi-hauptstimme and the other cells’ durations are dependant of the solo passage. 
• Dashed brackets above the system with durations represent an estimated time in which it should take for the ensemble to complete a section. 
• Dashed vertical lines and circled rehearsal markings are used in order to synchronise certain actions. Any actions (change of dynamics, new techniques, expression markings) that are not synchronised 

through the rehearsal markings are instead to be performed ad libit. within the duration above. 
• Accellerandos and ritardandos only count for the staff they are written above unless prefaced with “All”. 

NOTATION KEY 

 

The performer is to continue repeating their cell, breaking from repeated passage immediately when 
arriving at a marking where the arrow ends, regardless of whether they are in the middle of performing 
their cell.  

The performer is to continue repeating their cell, breaking from a repeated passage when arriving at a 
marking, finishing their cell before transitioning into new material. 

 Crescendo from nothing  Diminuendo to nothing. 

 

Triangle fermata. Pause or hold for the duration written above the fermata. 

 
Snatch breath. A quick and audible breath. 

 

Key clicks. 

 

Accelerando and ritardando of a trill. 
 

Ø 

Senza misura. 

   

 
Rehearsal marking. 

 

ALTO FLUTE 
fltz. Fluttertongue. 

 

  

OBOE 

 
Double trill. 

 

Reed symbol. 

 Harmonic 
fltz. Fluttertongue. 

   
CLARINET IN Bb 

 
Sung glissando. 

 
3 quarter-tones sharp. 

  

 
  

BASSOON 
fltz. Fluttertongue. 

 

Sung multiphonic, ascending glissando. 

 

!






